Automatic Happy Hour

Change Specific items to sell at the Happy Hour Price. You can set
multiple Happy Hour schedules to provide flexibility in choosing which
terminals use Happy Hour and which ones do not.

Bar Tabs

A customer simply swaps their credit card for a Bar Tab card, and
presents this each time they come to the bar. When they are ready to
pay, the Bar Tab is paid off using their credit card, cash or transferred
to a table or Customer Account.

Beverage Monitoring

Customer Loyalty

Beverage monitoring compares the bulk beverages usage to POS
sales transactions, giving your venue accurate and reliable data to
control wastage and spillage.
Built-in Customer Loyalty is extremely versatile, allowing you to choose
which POS terminals offer loyalty. Points can also be offered on
specific items that might be part of a promotion.

Selling Price Schedule

For those items sold at different prices on different days, you can use
the Selling Price Schedule feature. Schedules can be enabled for a
continuous period (for example, the whole month) or specific days at
specific times.

SQL Database

As standard, Ideal POS System runs in Peer-to-Peer mode using
locally stored MS SQL Express Database. Larger sites can take
advantage of Packet Filtering to prevent data being sent to various
terminals.

Stock and Sales
Reports

All reports are calculated in real-time providing the most up to date
information. You can easily access historical data by entering a fromand-to date range, or selecting from the calendar.

Stock Control

Multi-Location Stock Control with data being sent in ‘Real-Time’.
You can do a partial stock-take and only count specific items, and/
or stock-take one location at a time. Every completed stock-take is
archived to allow you to go back and re-print your stock-take
variance and valuation reports.

DVR Security Interface

Send sales data ‘Live’ to Digital Video Recording equipment to match
image data with POS transactions.

Electronic Invoicing

Invoices from ALM, HLW and ILG can be electronically imported,
reducing many hours of tedious data entry. Ideal POS System also
supports electronic purchase orders for HLW and ILG formats.

Transfer Mode

Transfer stock between locations easily with Transfer Mode. Select the
items as though you were selling them, then finalize the transaction by
selecting the location to transfer the stock to.

Email Facility

Customer Tax Invoices and Statements can be sent directly to your
customers using Ideal POS System’s built-in Email Server. Purchase
Orders can also be emailed directly to your Suppliers.

Waste Mode

You can enter a stock write-off directly from the POS screen and
assign it to a write-off category using the Waste Mode feature.

Ideal Handheld

Using our Ideal Handheld ordering software, you can take an order
from your customers while they are sitting at the poker machine by
swiping their membership card to earn points.

Integrated EFTPOS

EFTPOS terminals can be interfaced directly to Ideal POS System to
eliminate operator mistakes and improve speed of service.

Kitchen Monitor

Replace traditional Kitchen Printers with easy to read Kitchen
Monitors. Summarise orders to quickly calculate similar items.

Liquorfile Price Book

Liquorfile is designed to reduce the tiresome task of establishing and
maintaining your stock file when implementing and managing your
POS System. The Liquorfile product book operates as an electronic
catalogue updating your active inventory system.

MYOB Accounting
Interface

Send reconciled banking totals and supplier purchase data seamlessly
to MYOB Accounting Software via a direct ODBC Database
Connection. General Ledger accounts in MYOB are linked to Sale &
Purchase Categories in Ideal POS System.

PDE Stock-Take

From the PDE, you can perform multi-location stock-takes, transfer
stock between locations, receive new stock and enter the new cost
price, and match new bar-coded products to existing stock items.

Peer-to-Peer
Networking

Using our very own IPS Client Software, a true Peer-to-Peer
Networking Technology to synchronize POS Data across a
Multi-Terminal POS Network.

Poker Machine
Interface

Ideal POS System is compatible with most Poker Machine gaming
servers. The customer’s details are held in the Gaming Server so there
is no data entry required at the POS terminal to use the customer’s
membership card.

Promotion Tables

Promotion Tables is a feature in the software which automatically
applies a discount without the operator having to remember to press a
discount key at the end of the sale.

Promo Ticket Printing

You can run promotions on specific items; if customers buy a product
that is part of a promotion, then a ticket will be printed automatically
and dropped into the barrel.

Re-Order Levels

Recommended and Re-Order levels can be set by location and for
each stock controlled item. When you are ready to place your next
order with your suppliers, you can print a re-order report by supplier to
find out what stock needs to be purchased.

RFID Clerk Security

Set permissions by Clerk for specific types of functions including
voids, refunds, discount, price over-rides and more. POS transactions
are recorded for each Clerk in the Electronic Journal and Activity Log.
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Stock Control

Stock-taking is easy, fast and flexible with Ideal POS System. Once the stock has
been physically counted, the site can then start trading again even without entering
the stock-take into the system or finalizing the stock-take procedure. Once the stocktake has been entered and variance and valuation reports printed, the updated stock
levels will then be re-calculated to provide the system with a new opening stock level.
You can do a partial stock-take and only count specific items, and/or stock-take one
location at a time. Every completed stock-take is archived to allow you to go back and
re-print your stock-take variance and valuation reports.
Stock Ordering through Ideal POS System 5.5 can be done in a number of different
ways, from manual entry to PDE Ordering and even fully automated re-ordering by
setting recommended and re-order levels. The ‘recommended and re-order levels’
can be calculated based on previous sales history, so you could look back at the last
two weeks of sales and generate a re-order report based on the quantities sold over
that period.
Stock Purchasing is simple with Ideal POS System’s ‘batching’ method. You can make
a start on entering a stock purchase and come back to it later if you get interrupted.
Purchase Orders can be printed, faxed or emailed directly to the supplier with Ideal POS
System’s built-in ‘Outgoing Email Server’. Invoices from ALM, HLW and ILG can be
electronically imported, reducing many hours of tedious data entry. Ideal POS System
also supports electronic purchase orders for HLW and ILG formats.
Stock Write Offs can be separated into different categories so you know why the
stock was written off. You can also enter a stock write-off from any POS terminal using
our Waste Mode function.

Stock and Sales Reports
Ideal POS System has a wide range of stock and sales reports to choose from. Gone
are the days of end of month or end of year reporting. Historical reporting is at your
fingertips allowing you to report on any period you have data for. Our most powerful
report, the ‘Stock Movement Report’ will provide real gross profit margins, taking into
account stock-take variances, write-offs and discounts. So at the end of the month,
you will need only one report to get a complete snapshot of your business and obtain
your overall Real Gross Profit Percentage.

Bar tabs

Delayed Cash Declarations

Have you ever thought of offering Bar Tabs to your customers? Bar Tabs will increase
customer spending, reduce cash handling and speed up sales over the bar. Bar Tabs
work by offering your customers the choice of using a Bar Tab each time they come to
the bar to make a purchase. The items are charged to the Bar Tab card, and at any stage
the customer can request a Bar Tab bill. When they are ready to pay, the Bar Tab is paid
off using their credit card and the sale is finished. Bar Tabs can also be charged to a table.
If you have a restaurant within your venue, your customers can start the night with a few
drinks at the bar, then sit down at a table and have all the drinks and meals charged in the
one transaction. Bar Tabs run on a centralised platform, meaning that your customer can
visit any of your bars throughout your venue and accumulate items to their bar tab.

Cashing up has never been more secure and accurate thanks to Delayed Cash
Declarations. Ideal POS System 5.5 gives you the ability to allow staff to perform their
own “end of shifts”, freeing up your management team to focus on what is important
in your business. When the staff member performs their own end of shift, they are
provided only with a print out of the shift start and end time. Once the staff member
has counted the cash, it is only then that the manager can then reveal the variation to
the staff member – thus ensuring any over amounts are declared.

Automatic Happy Hour

Setup your operators in the back office, giving them only access to what you want,
and sit back knowing Ideal POS System 5.5 will be a secure operating environment
for everyone concerned. All aspects of the POS system can be locked or unlocked
according to the authority you assign to people.

Ideal POS System gives you the security and peace of mind knowing that happy hour
is automated and controlled by you, not your staff or managers. You can set multiple
Happy Hour schedules to provide flexibility in choosing which terminals use Happy Hour
and which ones do not.

Poker Machine interface

Do you currently have Poker Machines with the ability to accept membership cards?
Ideal POS System is compatible with most Poker Machine gaming servers including Ebet,
Independent Gaming, IGT, Turbo, Max Gaming, Dacom, Sentinel, Computagame, System
Xpress, and Bounty. While the customer live details and point balances are held in your
gaming server database, Ideal POS System will automatically add the customer details
to its internal database when the card is used for the first time. Sales can then be
tracked down to individual customers. Ever wonder what to give that special VIP member
for their birthday or special occasion? You can see how much members are spending and
what products they like to purchase. You can even group members to allow reporting on
a collective group of members.

Customer loyalty

Ideal POS System’s built-in customer loyalty is extremely versatile, allowing you to choose
which POS terminals offer loyalty. For example, you can reward customers by giving them
points per dollar at the bar, but not in the bistro; you can set how many points per dollar
you will issue for a sale, and a point redemption value. So if you offered 1 point per dollar,
and a redemption value of 10c, this is the equivalent of offering a 10% discount. Points
can also be offered on specific items that might be part of a promotion.
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Operator Security

user Security

Usernames and passwords can be given to each staff member who needs access
to back office functionality. Again, all aspects of the back office can be locked or
unlocked depending on who is logged in at the time. If you have multiple back offices
in different locations, these can be restricted depending on the function that computer
or location performs. For example, you have a PC in the cellar, and the cellar only
enters invoices into the system. All other aspects of the back office can be locked.
With usernames comes the ability to track what each individual is doing through the
“user access log”.

Customer Advertising Screens

2 Line customer displays still have their place in certain circumstances, but imagine
being able to display interactive advertising while the customer is being served. The
customer’s attention is already on the screen because they are watching the items
being added to their bill, but on the same screen they are also watching advertisements
for events and specials within your venue. You can even sell advertising space to
local business or give sporting groups and local charities advertising space for their
events. There is no limit to the number of advertisements you can have running
simultaneously.

